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PRODUCT:
 250-0010: ST9 2500 Quint Power End
MODIFICATION:
1) The crankshaft retainer bolts will be removed and replaced with the correctly manufactured bolt.
2) Roughly 100 power ends could be affected, and a full list of Power Ends and location is being created.
These must be located, removed, bolts extracted and replaced. This affects retainer bolts on both sides
of the power end.
DETAILS:
Roughly 5 recent crankshaft walking failures in the past few weeks have led the ST9 engineering team to
investigate the cause of this issue. It was determined that during hard shifting, the fixed crankshaft retainer
bolts can experience axial loads higher than what the incorrectly machined bolts can withstand. This causes the
bolts to shear right at the sharp radius underneath the bolt head. Once this happens, the crankshaft fixed
bearing is free to “walk” axially along the power end leading to more load placed on one of the bull gears and a
chance of collateral damage on bull gear teeth.
ROOT CAUSE:
The approved bolts purchased by ST9 with modified shank is designed to withstand the axial loads
experienced by the Power End during operation, however the bolts delivered by the supplier with a step
between the bolt head and shank produces a stress riser which leads to premature failure. The root cause has
been identified as a Supplier Quality Issue.
SOLUTION:
ST9 team will work with local districts to identify these power ends, remove them, and replace bolts
with stronger versions which will hold up to axial loads and eliminate shearing. The process for each power end
will take roughly 1 full day. The steps to replace these bolts are shown below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Remove power end from trailer
Remove companion flange and both side covers
Remove both bull gears
Extract crankshaft retainer bolts and replace
Re-install bull gear with proper timing procedure
Install side covers
Re-install power end onto trailer

Fig 1: Retainer bolt shown in blue.

Fig 2: Sheared bolt heads
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Fig 3: Bolts designed (top) vs Bolts supplied (bottom)
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Alex Booth
Product Manager
M: +1 (832) 326-6774
E: booth.alex@ST9go.com
www.ST9go.com
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